Resting Metabolic Rate of the Critically Ill Patient: Measured versus Predicted


Critically ill patients requiring mechanical ventilation are particularly susceptible to malnutrition. A knowledge of the energy requirements of these patients is essential in designing nutritional regimens. This study examines 45 resting energy-expenditure measurements performed in a group (n = 40) of postoperative, critically ill patients who were hemodynamically stable, noncomatose, and receiving mechanical ventilation. It examines in particular to what degree the resting energy expenditure of such patients can be predicted using the Harris-Benedict and Aub-Dubois formula. Resting energy expenditure was measured using indirect calorimetry. There was only a moderate correlation between measured resting energy expenditure and that predicted using the Harris-Benedict (r = 0.57) and Aub-Dubois (r = 0.59) formula. There was little correlation between the ratio of the measured to the predicted (Harris-Benedict) resting energy expenditure and age, or the ratio of actual to ideal body weight and body weight. The measured resting energy expenditure differed widely (70–140%) from predicted, reflecting the many complex factors that influence these patients' metabolic rate. The role of standard predictive formulae in such patients is as an arbitrary reference point to be used to define hypermetabolism (measured greater than predicted) and hypometabolism (predicted greater than measured). (Key words: Carbon dioxide production. Metabolism: carbon dioxide production; oxygen consumption; respiratory quotient. Oxygen: consumption.)

MALNUTRITION is a common finding among hospitalized patients.¹ One patient group particularly susceptible to malnutrition is the critically ill patient population requiring mechanical ventilation.²,³ Designing effective nutritional support regimens for such patients is often a difficult task because of the complex nature of their illness and the dearth of knowledge about their caloric and substrate requirements. The dietary regimen must provide enough calories to replete body cell mass but must also avoid excessive caloric loads. Inadequate nutritional intake may result in a variety of complications, including respiratory muscle weakness,⁴ decreased host defenses,⁵ and cardiac abnormalities.⁶ Excessive nutritional intakes, especially of carbohydrates, have been associated with increases in metabolic rate,⁷ carbon dioxide production, and respiratory dysfunction.⁸ Further knowledge of the metabolic requirements of the critically ill patient group will lead to a more precise formulation of nutrient requirements.

Studies in this patient population are often complicated by the heterogeneous nature of the type and severity of illness. This study examines the energy expenditure of a discrete subgroup of critically ill patients: hemodynamically stable, noncomatose, postoperative patients receiving mechanical ventilation. It explores to what degree the energy expenditure of such patients can be predicted using commonly used formulae and attempts to examine some of the factors that may influence the energy expenditure of such patients. This is especially important because most studies of the energy expenditure of critically ill surgical patients have been performed in spontaneously breathing patients.⁹,¹⁰ The critically ill, mechanically ventilated patient differs in important respects from spontaneously breathing patients. The former patients tend to be more severely ill, often are massively fluid overloaded, and often receive large amounts of sedatives and muscle relaxants while receiving mechanical venti-
All were hemodynamically stable and not comatose. All were located in the Surgery-Anesthesiology Intensive Care Unit (ICU) of the Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center. The mean age of the subjects was 65.7 ± 18.8 (SD) yr and ranged from 18–91 yr.

REE was determined by measuring oxygen consumption \( (V_{O_2}) \), carbon dioxide production \( (V_{CO_2}) \), and respiratory quotient (RQ) during periods of rest. The measurements were made using either a Beckman* Metabolic Measurement Cart I (MMC) (Beckman Instruments, Fullerton CA) or a Horizon* Metabolic Measurement Cart (Sensormedics, Anaheim, CA). Both instruments consist of a polargraphic oxygen analyzer, an infrared carbon dioxide analyzer, and a turbine for measuring expired volume. Measurements of inspired and expired oxygen and carbon dioxide concentration along with those of minute ventilation are entered into a microprocessor wherein calculations of oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production are performed. Both machines were validated using the method of Damask et al.\(^{15}\) The air and oxygen intakes of the Bournes Bear \(^{16}\) respirators were provided with gas blended by a single Bennett A-O-1\(^{16}\) air–oxygen blender to assure a constant fractional inspired \( O_2 \) concentration \( (Fi_{O_2}) \).\(^{16}\) The \( O_2 \) and \( CO_2 \) analyzers, as well as the volume turbine of the Beckman* MMC, were calibrated frequently. The patients were ventilated with an \( Fi_{O_2} \) that ranged between 0.35–0.45.

Frequent measurements of \( V_{O_2} \) and \( V_{CO_2} \) were performed in all the patients over a 6–8 h period. The Horizon* system continuously measured \( V_{O_2} \) and \( V_{CO_2} \) and provided 3-min averages. The Beckman* MMC I measured \( V_{O_2} \) and \( V_{CO_2} \) for 4 min every 15 min. A log was kept of the activity state of the patients during the metabolic measurements. Resting was defined as lying motionless with eyes open and responsive to surrounding events.\(^{17}\) During each 6–8 h measurement session, at least two to three periods of resting were observed. The \( V_{O_2} \) and \( V_{CO_2} \) values during these periods were averaged to provide mean resting \( V_{O_2} \) and \( V_{CO_2} \) values.

The mean resting \( V_{O_2} \) and \( V_{CO_2} \) were then used to calculate REE using the Weir method.\(^{18}\) REE was predicted from each subject’s height, age, current weight, and sex using both the Harris-Benedict (H-B)\(^{19}\) and the Aub-Dubois\(^{20}\) formulae (table 1). The measured and predicted values for REE were expressed as kilocalories per day (kcal/day). In addition, REE, \( V_{O_2} \), and \( V_{CO_2} \) were normalized for body surface area (m\(^2\)) and body weight (kg). The ideal body weight of each patient was established using the Metropolitan Life Actuarial Tables (1959), and the ratio of actual to ideal body weight was then calculated.

The relationship of the measured REE to actual body weight, body temperature, age, and the ratio of actual to ideal body weight was calculated using simple regression.

---

**Table 1. Harris-Benedict and Aub-Dubois Formulae**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Harris-Benedict</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>( \text{REE (kcal/day)} = 66.473 + 13.7516 \times \text{wt} + 5.0039 \times \text{ht} - 6.755(a) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>( \text{REE (kcal/day)} = 655.0955 + 9.5654 \times \text{wt} + 1.8496 \times \text{ht} - 4.6756(a) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aub-Dubois (kcal \cdot m^{-2} \cdot h^{-1})</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (yr)</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14–16</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16–18</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–20</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–30</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–40</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–50</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–60</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–70</td>
<td>36.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–80</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REE (kcal/24 h) = BSA (m\(^2\)) \times \text{REE (kcal/m\(^2\)/h from table)} \times 24 h.

REE = resting energy expenditure; wt = weight; ht = height; a = age.

---

**Methods**

Forty postoperative patients receiving mechanical ventilation had their resting energy expenditures (REEs) measured; 30 on one occasion and 5 on two occasions.
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**Fig. 1.** Measured resting energy expenditure (REE) is plotted versus REE predicted using the Harris-Benedict equation. ● = measurements made using the Beckman* MMC I; X = measurements made using the Horizon* MMC.
analysis. In addition, the relationship of measured REE to sex, age, height, weight, and body temperature was determined using multiple linear regression analysis, and the coefficient of determination ($r^2$) was then calculated. The correlation between the ratio of measured to predicted REE and age as well as the correlation of measured to predicted REE to the ratio of actual to ideal body weight was also determined.

This study was approved by the Committee on Human Investigations of Columbia University Health Sciences.

**Results**

There was only a moderate correlation between measured REE and REE predicted using the H-B equation (figs. 1 and 2). The relationship between measured REE and that predicted using the Aub-Dubois formulae was $r = 0.59$ (slope 0.38). The ratio of measured versus predicted REE (H-B) is plotted versus age (fig. 3). The correlation between the ratio of measured versus predicted REE (H-B) and the ratio of actual to ideal body weight was $r = 0.17$; the correlation with body temperature was $r = 0.16$. Multiple regression analysis of the ratio of measured to predicted REE to body temperature, age, and the ratio of actual to ideal body weight revealed a coefficient of determination ($r^2$) of 0.03.

There was little correlation between measured REE and either weight ($r = 0.35$), body surface area ($r = 0.38$), body temperature ($r = 0.17$), or the ratio of actual to ideal body weight ($r = 0.11$). Also, age had poor correlation ($r = 0.11$) with measured REE. Multiple regression analysis revealed an $r^2$ of 0.43 in the relationship of measured REE to height, weight, sex, age, and body temperature.

$\dot{V}_{\text{O}_2}$, $\dot{V}_{\text{CO}_2}$, and REE normalized for body weight (kg) and body surface area (m²) can be found in table 2.

RQ is plotted versus nutritional intake in figure 4. The majority of the patients were receiving 5% dextrose and had an RQ that ranged from 0.71 to 0.83.

**Discussion**

Recent developments in instrumentation designed to measure oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production in mechanically ventilated patients have made possible the systematic exploration of the metabolic demands for such patients. The advent of parenteral nutrition has made possible the provision of complete caloric requirements in such patients; therefore, there has been much interest in accurately measuring the energy expenditure of the critically ill patient so as to be able to adjust the supply of nutrients to the demand. The present study is an initial attempt to examine the metabolic rate of the critically ill patient. This study was limited to a noncomatose, hemodynamically stable group of postoperative pa-
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**Fig. 2.** The distribution of the ratio of measured resting energy expenditure (REE) to that predicted using the Harris-Benedict equation.
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**Fig. 3.** The ratio of measured resting energy expenditure (REE) to that predicted using the Harris-Benedict equation is plotted versus age.
of REE, due to the conditions of the original measurements.22 To these estimates of REE, a factor to account for activity is usually added (e.g., 10–20% for a sedentary hospital patient), as are factors for the patient’s clinical state (e.g., sepsis, injury, nutritional depletion).23 One must then decide if the goal of nutritional support is the maintenance or repletion of lean body tissue. Energy requirements for the latter are greater than for the former. Previous studies have demonstrated that for patients with diseases such as cancer,24,25 inflammatory bowel disease,26 and obesity,27 standard predictive formulae did not uniformly predict metabolic rate. Patients with inflammatory bowel disease weighing less than 90% of their ideal body weight had significantly increased energy requirements on a per-kilogram weight basis compared with those weighing more than 90% of ideal body weight.26 In patients with cancer, both hypometabolism (measured less than predicted REE) and hypermetabolism (measured greater than predicted REE) have been reported.24,25 In a study of 200 clinically stable patients and 72 healthy control subjects, Feurer et al.22 observed that the measured REE was overestimated or underestimated by greater than 10% via the H-B predictors in 40% of the patients but only 20% of the 72 healthy control subjects studied.

Review of the original work of Harris and Benedict revealed that 88% of the normal subjects had predictions within 10% of measured REE and that 95% of the subjects were within 14% of measured REE.22 Boothby showed 92% of normal subjects were within ±10% of predicted REE and 99% were within 15% of predicted REE.28,29 Therefore, if a patient’s energy expenditure is outside the range of ±15% of predicted REE, the discrepancy is likely due to disease and/or therapy or an abnormality in body composition or metabolism.22

The present study demonstrated that the ability to predict metabolic demand in the postoperative patient is poor. Predictions of energy expenditure based on the H-B equation correlated only modestly (r = 0.57) with the measured values (fig. 1). The same was true with Aub-Dubois formulae. This is not surprising because these predictive formulae are based on data from healthy subjects. Their importance in the care of the critically ill lies not in their ability to predict caloric requirements accurately but in their use as arbitrary reference points to assess changing levels of metabolism. Our patients had a rather wide range of measured to predicted (H-B) ratios, from 70–140%. Carlsson et al.30 observed similar (70–126%) variability in a group of infected and traumatized patients being mechanically ventilated. The reason for this wide range is not immediately evident. In the present study, it was not related to either age, the ratio of actual to ideal body weight, or body temperature. There are various factors other than those previously noted that can influence the metabolic rate of such patients. These include the amount of sedation administered, nutritional

| Table 2. Metabolic Measurements Corrected for Body Weight and Surface Area (n = 45) |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                | V_{O_{2}} (ml/min) | V_{CO_{2}} (ml/min) | REE (kcal/day) | Males (n = 25) | Females (n = 20) |
| Per kg                         | 3.0 ± 0.7        | 2.4 ± 0.5        | 20.9 ± 4.8     | 22.6 ± 4.2     | 18.8 ± 4.7        |
| Per body surface area (M²)     | 118.7 ± 23.0     | 92.9 ± 16.8      | 819.5 ± 158.3  | 870 ± 134      | 753 ± 166         |

Mean ± SD.
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intake, the clinical condition (sepsis often increases REE while nutritional depletion leads to reduced energy expenditure), and the amount of water retention that has occurred. The latter factor is particularly important because water does not contribute to metabolic rate and the predictive formulae all include weight or body surface area (which is derived from weight) as a variable. This point is especially important because extracellular fluid can change within hours or days to a greater degree than can either fat or lean body mass. The importance of accumulated extracellular water can be demonstrated through one of the subjects in this study who had gained approximately 10 kg of fluid during her ICU stay of 6 days. Her measured REE was 1125 kcal/day. The predicted (H-B) value using her actual weight was 1353 kcal/day. Yet, if 10 kg is subtracted, it is 1277 kcal/day. Therefore, the ratio of measured to predicted REE changed from 0.83 to 0.88.

Current methods cannot be used to predict metabolic rate with precision. Measures of body cell mass may be a better parameter for prediction of metabolic demand, as has been proposed by Spanier and Shizgal. However, other factors, such as the effects of disease states and medication, may result in poor predictability even when body cell mass is used. As noted in the present study, there was little correlation between such variables as age, body temperature, or ratio of actual to ideal body weight to the measured REE. This is not unexpected, since others have noted that no single variable is sufficient for predicting metabolic rate. Keys et al. observed that the commonly cited effect of age on the metabolic rate of adults (i.e., that metabolic rate decreases as age increases) is less than that accounted for by the predictive formulae. The predictive formulae thus may overestimate the rather small effect of age on metabolic demand. In addition, in the current study the ability of multiple variables to predict metabolic rate was only fair, as demonstrated by an R² of 0.43 when multiple regression analysis was performed between measured REE and height, weight, age, sex, and body temperature. At the present time, direct measurement is the only reliable way of determining the metabolic rate of the critically ill patient.

In order to analyze further the results of this study and compare them with results obtained by others, the $\dot{V}$O₂, $\dot{V}$CO₂, and REE were divided by body weight and body surface area (table 2). It is important to note the rather large SDs indicating that there is much variability in the data. This is consistent with the findings of other investigators studying acutely ill patients. Quebbeman et al. noted that stressed male and female patients had REEs of 838 ± 118.0 (SD) kcal·day⁻¹·m⁻² and 866.1 ± 121.5 kcal·day⁻¹·m⁻², respectively. These SDs are similar in magnitude to those found in our study (table 2). Feuerer et al. noted that male patients had a mean resting energy expenditure of 22.4 ± 3.8 (SD) kcal·day⁻¹·kg⁻¹ while female patients had a mean of 21.2 ± 4.6 kcal·day⁻¹·kg⁻¹. Normal subjects, however, had a tighter distribution: 23.2 ± 2.4 kcal·day⁻¹·kg⁻¹ for males and 23.1 ± 2.7 kcal·day⁻¹·kg⁻¹ for females. The wider distribution of patient data reflects the many factors that can affect their energy expenditures, as were noted before. Despite the wide distribution of energy expenditure values, there are two important observations to be made from the data. One is that these patients were not profoundly hypermetabolic as a group. Predicted (H-B) REE was 1412 ± 253 (SD) kcal/day and measured REE was 1466 ± 306 kcal/day, a difference of 3.8%. These results are similar to those of Baker et al. who observed that, unlike the spontaneously breathing septic patients studied by Askanazi et al. whose metabolic rates averaged 14–15% above predicted rates, septic patients receiving mechanical ventilation had metabolic rates that averaged only 4.6% above predicted (H-B) rates. Carlson et al. observed that in 14 infected/transtimated, mechanically ventilated patients, measured REE was 94 ± 4% of predicted rates. The reason for this apparent difference in the metabolic rate of spontaneously breathing and medically ventilated patients may be due to a number of factors, including: 1) greater fluid retention by ICU patients, which would lead to falsely elevated predictions; 2) the fact that these patients are not breathing spontaneously; the work of breathing, which in normal subject consists of about 3% of REE, may be as much as 25% of the REE of a spontaneously breathing, critically ill patient; 3) the profound illness of these patients; and 4) the sedated and relatively motionless state of these patients. This is emphasized further when one examines figure 2, which reveals that a large proportion of the postoperative critically ill patients studied had metabolic rates below predicted rates. Thus, from these results and those of Baker et al. it appears that hypermetabolism may not be as prevalent in the ICU population as one would predict from observations made in spontaneously breathing patients. Similar results have been reported by Hunker et al. who noted that eight out of ten patients receiving mechanical ventilation had measured REEs below predicted rates. These patients were heavily sedated and/or paralyzed. Bartlett et al. however, found that almost all the critically ill patients they studied were hypermetabolic, which they defined as having a $\dot{V}$O₂ greater than 130 ml·min⁻¹·m⁻². This was not the case in our study, where the mean $\dot{V}$O₂ was 118.7 ± 23.0 ml·min⁻¹·m⁻². The discrepancy may be due to the fact that the Bartlett group used a volumetric ventilator-respirometer, while the present study and that reported by Baker and Hunker used modifications of the Douglas bag technique.

Measurement of metabolic rate in mechanically ventilated patients is a difficult and often arduous task, for
both technical and clinical reasons. Because the physiologic range of these measurements, especially the RQ, is very narrow, (0.70–1.2) exacting, reproducible technique and precision are needed. In addition the complexity of the respiratory plumbing and the potential error from small leaks make vigilance essential. When small amounts of air leak into the system in cases where an elevated \( F_{O_2} \) is in use, the prominent error is a decrease in RQ. The RQ is important for two reasons. One is to determine net substrate utilization on any given diet. In the study reported here, the majority of patients were receiving 5% dextrose (100–450 kcal/day) and thus were in a state of semistarvation. Their RQ ranged from 0.70–0.82. Net substrate utilization for energy was mainly endogenous fat oxidation with a lesser degree of protein oxidation. A respiratory quotient of 0.80 indicates some carbohydrate utilization from either the 5% dextrose solution or endogenous glycogen stores. An RQ of 0.70 reflects utilization of fat as the sole fuel for oxidation. The formation of ketones from fat has an RQ of 0 because no carbon dioxide is produced and only oxygen is consumed. If these are oxidized during the period of measurement, the net effect is as if the precursor (fat) has been oxidized (RQ = 0.7). However, if the ketones are excreted in the urine, the RQ is decreased because inspired oxygen is lost without CO₂ being produced. Thus, patients with ketosis or ketoacidosis who are excreting large amounts of ketones may have an RQ slightly below 0.70, as is demonstrated by the patient with diabetic ketoacidosis in the present study. There were three instances of RQs of 1.0 or above. In all three instances the patients were in the process of being switched from enteral to parenteral nutrition and their total intake (enteral plus parenteral) was about twice the measured REE. In all instances their carbohydrate intake alone was in excess of REE. An RQ of above 1.0 indicates net lipogenesis, i.e., the conversion of carbohydrate to fat—a process that has an RQ of 8.0.7 It is important to remember that in humans this process is not very efficient and that the highest observed respiratory quotients are about 1.2.

The other reason that measurements of the RQ are important is that they can also serve as a quality control technique. Because the physiologic range is narrow, small errors in either or both \( V_{O_2} \) or \( V_{CO_2} \) will cause significant alterations in RQ. Measurements of whole body RQ that fall outside the range of 0.67 to 1.25 should lead one to suspect an error in the measurement technique. Thus, in any report of gas exchange data, the RQs should be reported and correlated with nutrient intake.

To summarize, currently, many nutritional support regimens are tailored to provide a caloric intake of 20% to 50% above metabolic demand. The findings of this study indicate that if metabolic demand is estimated but not measured, patients may well receive a caloric intake that is either above or below requirements by 50% or more. This is especially true when using the often recommended method of designing a nutritional support regimen, namely, adding values for the energy cost of physical activity and the energy cost of injury and illness to the estimated (H-B) energy expenditure.37,38 This may result in the significant overfeeding, especially of those critically ill patients with REEs below predicted rates. Critically ill patients, with their already compromised respiratory and cardiovascular systems, are even more vulnerable to the complications of overfeeding, as demonstrated by Covelli et al.9 and more recently by Dark et al.9 and others49 than are the spontaneously breathing patients these recommendations are based on.

Clinicians designing nutritional regimens based on predicted rate rather than measured metabolic rate must be aware that the estimation of metabolic rate in postoperative mechanically ventilated, critically ill patients using established formulae is often inaccurate. More studies using direct measurement of REE are needed to allow for a better understanding of the energy expenditures of such patients. The role of the standard predictive formulae, especially the H-B equation, appears to be an arbitrary reference point whose reliability in the critically ill patient should be questioned.
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